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Abstract
In principle, human cloning does not represent a forbidden interference in nature, on condition that its use is limited specifically
to those cases that would benefit mankind. Multiprofessional commissions should be established to deal with positive and
negative aspects of the subject so as to maintain genetic stability and biological diversity.

INTRODUCTION
The response of most scientific and political leaders to the
prospect of human cloning, indeed of Dr. Wilmut as well,
was of immediate and strong condemnation.1 In the united
states President Clinton immediately federal financing of
human cloning research and asked privately funded
scientists to halt such work until the newly formed National
Bioethics Advisory Commission could review the
“troubling' ethical and legal immplicatios.2 The DirectorGeneral of the World Health Organization (WHO)
characterized human cloning as ethically unacceptable as it
would violate some of the basic principles which govern
medically assisted reproduction.3 A few more cautious
voices were heard, both suggesting some possible benefits
from the use of human cloning in limited circumstances and
questioning its too quick prohibition, but they were a clear
minority. This paper reviews argument on Human Cloning.

POTENTIAL DRAWBACKS PROBLEMS
The development of eugenic techniques to duplicate people
with special characteristics (intellectual genius, exceptional
strength, beauty etc.), or the wish of evil dictators such as
Hitler, Gaddafior Sadolam Hussain to replicate themselves.4
The creation of large groups of people who are identical not
only in their external appearance but also in their human
characteristics, such that the individuality as each person is
eradicated. This would lead us to lose the basic respect
which we feel for people specifically because each person is
different and unique. In addition, such a situation could exert
a profoundly negative psychological influence on the
identical cloned products. Also, there will be the threat of a
“black market” for fetuses created from people with
“positive” characteristics. Tailor made babies : demand for

babies with outstanding intelligence, strength, beauty etc.,
would create an industry of fetuses which would be sold to
potential parents desiring such children.4

MORAL RIGHT TO USE HUMAN CLONING
When individuals have alternative means of procreating,
human cloning typically would be chosen because it
replicate a particular individual's genome. The reproductive
interest in question then is not simply reproduction itself, but
a more specific interest in choosing what kind of children to
have.5 The right to reproductive freedom is usually
understood to cover at least some choice about the kind of
children one will have; for example, genetic testing of an
embryo or fetus for genetic disease or abnormality, together
with abortion of an affected embryo of fetus, are now used to
avoid having a child with that disease or abnormality6. The
more a reproductive choice is not simply the determination
of oneself and one's own life but the determination of the
nature of another, as in the case of human cloning, the more
moral weight the interest of that other person, that is the
cloned child, should have in decisions that determine its
nature.7

HUMAN CLONING AS ETHICAL
Another position defends the use of human cloning in
medically based circumstances, provided that the safety of
the procedure can be guaranteed.8 According to this
perspective, clone would meet an infertile comple's desire to
participate biologically in development of a new human
being, and it could nurture the emotional bond between the
partners. If conceiving a child with the genes of atleast one
partner is highly important for infertile couples, or is they
have reservations about using the genetics of anonymous
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donors, human clone would be welcome alternative.9
Human cloning would solve the problem of finding a
transplant donor who is an acceptable organ or tissue match
and would eliminate, or drastically reduce, the risk of
transplant rejection by the host. The availability of human
cloning for this purpose would amount to a form of
insurance policy to enable treatment of certain kinds of
medical needs.10,11,12 Kahn (1989) has proposed human
cloning then might well produce individuals with
exceptional capacities, but we simply do not know how close
their clones would be in capacities or accomplishments to
the great individuals for whom they were cloned.13 Human
cloning and research on human cloning might make possible
important advances in scientific knowledge.14

HUMAN CLONING UNETHICAL ISSUE
Human cloning would devalue the genetic distinctiveness of
each individual. It would deprive the child of a sense of
mystery or right to ignorance about his or her origin.15
Moreover, it would amount to unethical experimentation on
the child, who cannot consent to be conceived in a manner
that poses risks to her or his health throughout life that can
not completely be addressed. For those who subscribe to this
perspective, no situation would justify human cloning
because the act itself is considered immoral. Human cloning
should be respected as barometer of what is intuitively
unacceptable.16

PSYCHOLOGICAL DISTRESS AND FINANCIAL
No doubt knowing the path in life taken by one's earlier twin
may in many cases have several bad psychological effects.17
The later twin may fed, even if mistakenly, that his or her
fate has already been substantially laid out, and so have
difficulty freely and spontaneously taking responsibility for
and making his or her own fate and life.18 If the later twin is
the clone of a particularly exemplary individual, perhaps
with some special capabilities and accomplishments, he or
she may experience excessive pressure to reach the very
high standards of ability and accomplishments of the earlier
twin19. Ruth Macklin has explored and criticized the claim
that human cloning would lead to persons being viewed as
replaceable.20 In a science fiction frame of mind, one can
imagine commercial interests offering genetically certified
and guaranteed embryos for sale, perhaps offering a
catalogue of different embryos cloned from individuals with
a variety of talents, capacities and other desirable properties.
This would be a fundamental violation of the equal oral
respect and dignity owned to all persons, treating them
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instead of objects to be differentially valued, bought and sold
in the market place.21

CLONING AND FAMILIES
The birth of a long awaited child for couples experiencing
infertility or genetic risk might have positive effects in
families in which genetic relatedness is highly valued. On
the other hand, human clone would create the new
relationship of a person being raised by a genetic twin who
is also the social parent.22 Although this need not be
injurious, the birth of a child who shares the genome of one
parent might contribute to feelings of inadequacy among
siblings who do not share a parent's genome or feelings of
inadequacy among siblings who do not share a parent's
genome or feelings of superiority by child who does. A
situation in which partners have different degrees of genetic
relatedness to a child may or may not be troublesome. This
is not unlike situations in which a family's children have
different genetic backgrounds because of remarriage or
conception questions about who is related to whom and
about privileges and responsibilities in event of divorce.
Thus close supervision of development and use of this
technology in order to prevent complete breakdown of the
existing world special order and prevent socio-halachic
problems for generation to come.
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